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v Section 1:
How ESG impacts what we do and how we do it
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ESG in Inventure investment process
SELECTION

We evaluate and
determine a company’s
ESG & impact aspect
already when entering the
investment selection
phase.
v

EXIT

VALUE CREATION

We work actively to secure
sound business practices
throughout the value creation
phase. We participate through
board memberships, chairman
positions and specific task &
material help.
v

Our ambition is to select
EXITs, that continue to
contribute to the venture
ecosystem long term. At exit
phase, we evaluate the buyer
profile, transaction model and
fair treatment of shareholders.
v
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How we help the portfolio with ESG
KNOWLEDGE
& MATERIALS

SPECIFIC TASKS
& PROCESSES

BOARD WORK
& GOVERNANCE

Providing ready-made templates
& sharing experiences

Being an active partner &
providing help with

In 45 portfolio companies
Inventure holds in Boards

Board work template
v ESG goal template
v Roundtable discussions on
specific (ESG) topics

v

A sound business model
v Help with HR & Talent
v Help with ESOP / warrant
structures

v

v

8 Chairman positions
v 29 Member positions
v 3 Observer positions
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How we help the portfolio with D&I
As part of the Talent offerings Inventure provides to its portfolio
companies, Diversity & Inclusion ranks high on the list.
We do this by providing best practices for D&I initiatives such as
v Diversity Recruiting
v Unconscious Bias* trainings
v Overall coaching on how to create an inclusive workplace.
We also monitor the diversity of teams in dealflow phase.
Ryan Savage joined Inventure in 2020 and concentrates on helping our
portfolio companies with talent and HR topics specifically.
* Social stereotypes about certain groups of people that individuals form outside their own conscious awareness.
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How we contribute to the ecosystem
EVENTS & EDUCATION

We contribute to the social impact by holding
lectures and organizing events.
v University visit lectures
v Lesson on coding in Jätkäsaari elementary school
v Excursions for students at Inventure premises
v Training our own personnel (e.g. Kauffman) &
recruiting into junior positions at Inventure

BUILDING A STRONGER ECOSYSTEM

We constantly look for new ways to contribute
throughout the ecosystem. Already, we:
v Provide a financial grant to the Aalto University
v Are an active member in Maria01, helping to
provide a homebase and a flourishing network
for startups
v Evaluate new, best possible diversity &
inclusion initiatives to take part in
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Inventure & industry stakeholders
KEY POSITIONS OF OUR PERSONNEL
v Sami Lampinen: Chairman of the Board in FVCA
v Sami Lampinen: Board member in Business Finland
v Kristiina Lunnas: Member in FVCA Legal Committee
OTHER KEY PEER GROUPS
v Andrea Di Pietrantonio: VC Benchmark Sessions
sharing best practices of everyday VC tasks
v Kristiina Lunnas: VC Compliance Working Committee
sharing best practices of compliance, ESG etc.
v Ekaterina Gianelli: Participant in the VC program
Kauffmann Fellow, class 25

WE ALSO
v

Follow the FVCA transparency and
disclosure recommendations

v

Are a member of FINSIF, an organization
promoting responsible investments

v

Comply to the UN PRI, United Nations
Principles of Responsible Investing

v

Publish our Responsible Investment Policy
and Code of Conduct on our webpage
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Diversity & inclusion at Inventure
INVENTURE TEAM OF 13
Age split

Nationality split
6 nationalities
7 native languages
Gender split

38 %
62 %

Educational background (full degrees)

Physics | Information Networks | Industrial Engineering | Business Administration | Economics |
International Business | Law | Management | Service Innovation and Design | International Relations
and Affairs | Political Science | Social Science

Men

Women
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v Section 2:
Recap of results from our Q1 2020 ESG
questionnaire to portfolio companies
26 respondents, 69% CEOs
Respond rate: 74% (84% in Fund III)
11 respondents from Finland, 8 from Sweden, 7 from
other countries
NOTE: Year 2021 questionnaire will be conducted
in Q1 2021.

Link to full questionnaire: Here on our website
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Self-assessment results

Feb 2020 results

“How would you rate your company's overall ESG and responsibility ‘maturity’?”
1 = “poor” - 5 = “excellent”, 25 answers
Other results:
Highest score:

4

Lowest score:

1

Average:

2,4

•

46% have someone responsible for ESG

•

38% train their personnel on ESG matters

•

46% discuss ESG at Board level

•

50% have a policy supporting antidiscrimination, migrant workers or diversity

Median:

2

Link to full questionnaire: Here on our website
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Diversity in portfolio companies

Feb 2020 results

Respondents: 25
Percentage of women working in:
In the Company

In Management Team

In Board of Directors

Highest %:

70%

60%

80%

Lowest %:

4%

0%

0%

Average %:

30%

18%

12%

Median %:

25%

17%

0%

Link to full questionnaire: Here on our website
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v Section 3:
ESG and Inventure funds:

Two thematic approaches to sustainability & ESG
in Inventure portfolio:
1.

Hermes GPE view on thematic in
sustainability

2.

UN Sustainable Development Goals
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Hermes GPE thematic approach
Inventure’s portfolio companies that are likely to positively contribute within the given area (+ exited companies).
Robotics, AI and IoT

Software & bus. services

Healthcare & biotech

E-commerce and -services

Fintech

Cyber security

PRODUCTIVITY

PEOPLE

Education & equality

(exited in
Q1 / 2021)

+
Beddit
Blueprint
Noona

Resource efficiency

Logistics & connectivity

+ Beiz

Agtech & food

Materials

Proptech

PLANET

Read more: http://inventure.fi/investments/
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UN SDG thematic approach

Next we present the goals that especially emerge in Inventure portfolio
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Inventure portfolio & UN SDG 3
Inventure funds have a long history of supporting companies
contributing to
better health and well-being,
efficient disease detection and treatment,
equal opportunities for a satisfying and good life.
ACTIVE
• Yogaia
• Elsa Science
• Drugstars
• Mojo
• Qurasense, “Qvin”
• Insurello

EXITED
• Noona Healthcare
• Blueprint Genetics
• Beddit
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Inventure portfolio & UN SDG 12
Several companies in our funds contribute to this important goal of
“doing more and better with less”, while increasing resource
efficiency and promoting sustainable lifestyles.
Omocom: Supporting the sharing economy and increased usage
of existing assets, while providing safety to sharing.
Zaver: Supports easier and safer shopping on the secondhand
market.
Swappie: Circular economy & reducing usage of cobalt.
Material Exchange: Sustainable manufacturing and material
supplying.
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Inventure portfolio & other UN SDGs
Several companies in Inventure funds can be linked to other UN SDGs as well. To name a few:

Mekitec:
Food safety & quality

BeiZ:
Educational games
for children
Thinglink:
Interactive &
enhanced learning
experiences

Noquo Foods: Vegan
cheese for a healthier
population & planet
Canatu:
Environmentally
friendly replacement
for Indium Tin Oxide

Detectify:
Web security
KNL: Improving public
safety, security and
defense with high
performance radio
system (exited in Q1 / 2021)
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Inventure domain “Future mobility”
Review on how this Inventure
domain correlates with the UN
SDGs & UN Global Compact’s
vision:

Efficient (autonomous)
agriculture

Improved
safety

Improved transport
for minors

Efficient traffic
& transportation

Portfolio companies

AImotive and Commsignia:
Developing self-driving cars,
V2X solutions and smart city
infrastructures.
Higher
productivity
New business
opportunities
Efficient traffic &
fuel consumption
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Please contact us for
more information

Newcomers:
Ryan

Aapo

•
•
•
•

FINLAND
Maria01
Lapinlahdenkatu 16
00180 Helsinki, Finland

•
•
•
•

SWEDEN
WeWork
Malmskillnadsgatan 32
111 51 Stockholm, Sweden

• info@inventure.fi
• www.inventure.fi

Camille
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